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ABSTRACT

An out-reactor fuel oxidation experiment with controlled parameters is being planned and built to
validate the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) mechanistic fuel oxidation model developed for
UO2 fuel under normal operating conditions. In support of this work, fuel oxidation 2D r- and 3D
models are presented, the latter providing a more realistic model result. Since fuel crack geometry is an
important parameter in the fuel oxidation model, a 2D r- plane strain model is used to predict fuel crack
geometry and the onset for crack propagation using the J-integral, assuming linear elastic fracture
mechanics.

INTRODUCTION

The fuel element sheath (clad) in nuclear fuel prevents the release of fission products into the
coolant and protects the fuel from being oxidized. A small hole or crack can occur in the sheathing
during normal operation as a result of debris fretting, pellet-cladding interaction or manufacturing defects.
Such sheath breaches allow coolant to make direct contact with the fuel, leading to fuel oxidation, Lewis
et al. (1990). As the fuel is oxidized, the fuel thermal conductivity will be degraded, resulting in higher
fuel temperatures, Une et al. (1995). Moreover, in hyper-stoichiometric fuel, the melting temperature will
be reduced, leading possibly to centreline fuel melting in high-powered elements, particularly during
accident conditions, Lewis et al. (2004). Fission product release will also be enhanced by a greater
mobility in the hyper-stoichiometric fuel, Lewis et al. (1990). A mechanistic fuel oxidation model for
defective fuel was developed at the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) to predict fuel oxidation in
normal operating fuel, Higgs et al. (2007).

In the current work, the fuel oxidation model has been extended for the design of an out-reactor
fuel oxidation test. This test will be used to validate the RMC fuel oxidation model. An out-reactor
instrumented defected fuel experiment funded by CANDU® Owners Group (COG) is being managed by
AECL-CRL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Chalk River Laboratories) and will be conducted by
Stern Laboratories. Figure 1 shows axial and radial cross section of the instrumented defected fuel
element simulator showing fuel pellets, electrical heating element and thermocouples (TC) in two axial
planes.

The motivation for the proposed experiment is that fuel oxidation has never been investigated
experimentally at both coolant pressure (~10 MPa) and reactor temperatures while simultaneously
measuring in-situ fuel temperatures (and hence fuel thermal conductivity). The proposed experiment
incorporates controlled parameters such as an in-situ initiated sheath defect of a specific size, heating
duration and power.
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Figure 1: Test section with thermocouple locations in two axial planes (Section A and Section B) of the
out-reactor instrumented defected fuel experiment at Stern Laboratories.

This paper presents the results from 2D r- and 3D fuel oxidation modeling in support of the out-
reactor fuel oxidation experiment. A 2D model was used to demonstrate the dependence of the fuel-to-
sheath gap and radial crack widths on the extent of fuel oxidation. To select representative dimensions
for the radial fuel cracks at the expected temperature in the experiment, a 2D r- plane strain model was
used to assess: i) the geometry of fully open fuel radial cracks, and ii) the conditions for radial crack
propagation using the stress intensity factor, by computing the J-integral, Anderson (2005). Appropriate
radial crack and fuel-to-sheath gap dimensions were then applied to a 3D model representing a full length
out-reactor fuel element simulator to predict the extent of fuel oxidation occurring over one and two
weeks of heating. Comsol Multiphysics® finite element analysis software package was used for this
purpose.

MODEL THEORY

Mechanistic Fuel Oxidation Model

In the mechanistic fuel oxidation model, heat conduction, gas transport in fuel cracks and gaps
and solid state oxygen diffusion in the fuel were modeled. The gas phase and solid-state diffusion were
controlled by temperature-dependent reactions. Therefore, the temperature distribution in the fuel
element was calculated. Hydrogen (H2) and steam (H2O) were specifically considered for the gas phase
diffusion in this treatment, but the approach is applicable to D2 and D2O when heavy water coolant is
used. Figure 2 depicts an axial cross section schematic of the instrumented defected fuel element
simulator used in an out-reactor experiment.

Figure 2:
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A 2D z-r representation of the out-reactor instrumented defected fuel element simulator.
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Elevated oxidation occurs when the coolant (steam) makes contact with the hotter regions of the fuel via
the fuel cracks and the pellet-pellet gap.

The generalized mass balance equation for oxygen transport in the fuel is given by Equation (1):
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where D is the diffusion coefficient for oxygen interstitials, x (also written as Xdev) is the oxygen deviation
from stoichiometry in the uranium oxide matrix (UO2+x), cu is the molar density of uranium in mol m-3, R
is the universal gas constant in atm m3 gmol-1 K-1, Q is the molar effective heat transport in J mol-1 and T
is temperature in K. Fuel oxidation/reduction with steam can be expressed as UO2+xH2OUO2+x+xH2.

react
fR is the reaction rate for either fuel oxidation or reduction in moles O or H2 m-2 s-1:
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where q is the hydrogen mole fraction, α is the temperature dependent rate coefficient for the surface-
exchange of oxygen, pt is the total system pressure at the pellet surface in atm, and xe is the equilibrium
stoichiometry deviation based on the local oxygen potential of the gas in the fuel cracks, Higgs (2007).
Hydrogen is generated by the fuel oxidation reaction. The mass balance for the hydrogen mole
concentration, qcg, in the fuel cracks is given by Equation (3):

  react
fggg RqDc

dt

dq
c  (3)

where cg is the total molar concentration of gas in mol m-3 and cgDg is the gas diffusivity quantity in
mol m-1 s-1. Equation (3) is applicable only in the domain above the elastic-plastic boundary in the fuel
cracks and pellet-pellet gap (Figure 2). The interaction of gas and the cracked fuel is a heterogeneous
(gas and solid) chemical reaction. In the current models, the oxygen diffusion equation, Equation (1), and

the gas diffusion equation, Equation (3), occur in separate domains where the source term,
react
fR (x,q),

takes a value of zero. Nevertheless this reaction rate is applied as inward flux terms so that Equation (1)
and Equation (3) are coupled together at the fuel-to-gas interfaces.

The temperature profile in the fuel element was obtained from a solution of the general time-
dependent heat conduction equation, Equation (4):
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where s is the fuel density, Cp is the specific heat of the fuel, k is the thermal conductivity of the fuel and
Qheat is the volumetric heat source term. In the current 2D r- model, the Qheat term was the ohmic
heating generated in an iridium heater bar and Zircaloy sheath and to a small extent in the UO2 fuel
pellets. In the 3D model, this term was set to zero and replaced by temperature boundary conditions. Cp

and k were both functions of T and x.
Figure 3 (a) shows the difference between the 2D r- and 3D model in the sheath defect

representation. The 2D model green area is greater that the 3D model yellow area.
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Figure 3 (b) shows the three different fuel cracks that can occur in UO2 fuel where the z axis is the
axial direction of the fuel rod or element. The radial cracks are considered the most relevant type of
cracks for the current study. In reality cracks can be a combination of these three crack types.

When the fuel-to-sheath gap closes, heat is transported by conduction where there is physical
contact and by heat conduction via the gas film that fills the portion of the interface where contact is not
made, Olander (1976) and Lewis et al. (1990). The effective thermal conductivity value in the fuel-to-
sheath gap was given by Shaheen (2010) and Ross and Stoute (1962):
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where hsolid is the solid heat transfer coefficient, hgas is the gas heat transfer coefficient and kgas is the
thermal conductivity of the gas in the gap at the gap mean temperature. For an open fuel-to-sheath gap,
the thermal conductivity of the gap was modeled using only the thermal conductivity of the gas in the
gap, kgas, i.e., steam for defected fuel.

Crack Geometry and Conditions for Crack Propagation in the Plane Strain Model

The current fuel oxidation model relies on the crack geometry in the fuel and the fuel-to-sheath
gap. To justify the geometric values used in the fuel oxidation model for the fuel cracks, the following
representations were considered: i) pre-set radial fuel cracks that thermally expand and open up, and ii)
the conditions for fuel pellet crack propagation on a single radial crack that begins as a surface flaw. For
modeling fuel pellet crack expansion, the model considered the thermal expansion properties of the fuel
pellet and Zircaloy sheathing. It also considered the mechanical contact made between the fuel pellet and
the Zircaloy sheathing. The conditions for crack propagation were assessed by computing the J-integral.

The theoretical normal stress required to fracture a UO2 ceramic pellet is about 2.3×104 MPa,
which was about 0.1EUO2, Olander (1976). In reality, brittle fracture occurs in the UO2 ceramic at much
lower stress values, in ~1×102 MPa range. This is due to the presence of surface and bulk flaws in the
pellet material, which cause local stress increases. A more precise expression for the fracture stress is
given by as Equation (6), MATPRO (2003):
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where D is the fraction of theoretical density of the fuel, R is the universal gas constant and T is the
temperature of the fuel in K. This fracture stress is the stress remote from the external or internal flaw,
which causes fracture. An alternative quantity to assess fracture is the plane strain fracture toughness of
the material, as expressed by Equation (7), which is essentially a material property. Here, for the remote
applied critical stress c Equation (6) was used, an internal pore (or flaw) size aflaw typically of an upper
value of 5-20 m (20 m selected) in radius found in a sintered UO2 fuel pellet, Olander (1976) and Song
et al. (2000), and a configuration correction factor Y, value 1.12, for an external radial crack in a hollow
cylinder with steady state thermal stress, Wu (1992), were considered. The typical unit of KI is MPa m0.5.

flawcIc aYK  (7)

For assessing the stress intensity factor KI around a developing crack tip under mode I loading and steady
state conditions, Equation (8) was evaluated:
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where J is the J-integral, a path independent line integral around the crack tip. The J-integral is a measure
of the intensity of stresses and strains at the crack tip. E is the Young’s modulus and  is the Poisson
ratio of UO2. The J-integral is provided by:
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where w is the strain energy density, nx the x component of the unit normal vector to contour , Ti

components of the traction vector, ui the displacement vector components, and ds the length increment
along the contour around the crack tip illustrated by Figure 4 (a). The surface flaw and integration
contour in the model is shown in Figure 4 (b).

Figure 4: (a) An arbitrary contour around a crack tip for J-integral cal
actual J-integral contour as applied in m
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MODEL RESULTS

2D r- Fuel Oxidation Model Results
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Figure 5: (a) Temperature distribution plot and (b) oxygen stoichiometry deviation distribution plot at 2
weeks of simulated heating time in the 2D r-θ closed fuel-to-sheath gap fuel oxidation model.

about half the electric heating power will dissipate in the sheath.
For a model with a FTSGs >~1 m but with only six radial cracks (not shown) the crack tip was

maintained at a common temperature by varying the heater power, as shown in Figure 6 (a). The reaction
rate term for fuel oxidation in Equation (1) is plotted in Figure 6 (b) from a crack under the sheath defect
to show that the pellet oxidation reaction is limited to the immediate vicinity of the crack tip. Hence the
comparison of FTSG dimensions on fuel oxidation using different powers, but similar temperatures at the
crack tips should be valid. After 2 weeks of heating (Figure 6 (b)), the oxidation rate slowed down and
some reduction also occurred (purple dashed line) at the crack tip vicinity.
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volumetric power used in the iridium bar heater is listed. In a similar manner, the crack width was varied
but a common FTSG dimension, equal to 3 m, was used. Since the FTSG was constant, a constant
heating power was used. Table 2 provides the oxidation results after two weeks of heating. As can be
observed, the amount of UO2 oxidation increases with crack width.

Table 2: Results of a 2D r-θ fuel-oxidation model when varying the crack width dimension while using a
similar crack tip temperature and FTSG dimension of 1523 K and 3 m, respectively

Crack width [m] PIridium [kW m-3] Xdev_max at 2 weeks nO [mol] at 2 weeks

1 3.2106 0.0715 0.0301

3 3.2106 0.0767 0.0373

10 3.2106 0.0857 0.0532

20 3.2106 0.0935 0.0699

2D r- Plane Strain Solid Mechanics Model Results

In the previous section, it was shown that the fuel crack widths and the fuel-to-sheath gap
dimensions have an effect on the extent on fuel oxidation in the 2D r- model. The following section
assesses the crack geometry using two linear elastic solid mechanics models: i) a model with five pre-set
radial cracks and one surface flaw, and ii) a model with one preset radial crack and one surface flaw. The
pre-set radial cracks are initially 3 m wide, and the surface flaw was initially 0.175 mm deep. The flaw
grew into a radial crack using a parametric stationary analysis (i.e., the geometry and mesh were changed
for each consecutive stationary computation). When the pellet thermally expands and coolant pressure
was applied to the sheath, fuel-to-sheath contact was achieved. This was modeled using a penalty
method. Figure 7 (a) and (b) give the von-Mises stress for the two thermally expanded models.

Figure 7: von Mises stress distribution in internally heated and thermally expanded fue
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Figure 8: Radial and azimuthal stresses vs. radial position through the fuel pellet, fuel pellet surface flaw
and sheath for (a) pellet with five pre-set radial cracks and one surface flaw, and (b) one pre-set radial

crack with one surface flaw.

Favorable conditions for crack propagation were investigated on the surface flaw by computing
Equation (8), the stress intensity factor for each surface flaw (crack) length increase, and comparing to
Equation (7), the fracture toughness. Figure 9 gives the stress intensity factor computed around the
surface crack tip for the five pre-set radial crack model (purple curve) and the one pre-set radial crack
(blue curve) model.

Figure 9: The stress intensity factors computed around a surface flaw growing into a crack in a UO2

pellet with one (blue) and five (purple) pre-set radial cracks, respectively. Fracture toughness point
(orange triangle) derived by applying Eq. (7) and experimental measured value (green square).

The fracture toughness of the UO2 pellet is calculated using Equation (7) for a typical upper sized
pore and is indicated by the orange triangle and a tabulated experimental value is provided by Kutty et al.
(1987), which is indicated by the green square. According to this plot in both models the stress intensity
factor is greater than the fracture toughness indicating that crack propagation of the surface flaw is
favorable. But, if it is assumed that a pellet surface flaw will develop into a crack only under tensile
stress (Mode I loading) then in the first model with the five pre-set radial cracks and one surface flaw,
fracture may not be favorable. From these model results it seems that between 1 and <5 radial cracks will
develop in the thermally expanded test pellets. Cracks may also develop from inside the pellet but this
case was not considered here.

3D Fuel Oxidation Model Results

For the 3D fuel oxidation model, the crack width dimension is based on the previous plane strain
model and was set to 25 m. The fuel-to-sheath gap was set to 1 m and the pellet-pellet gap under the
sheath defect was set to 25 m. Five radial cracks are modeled. Using symmetry, the 3D model is
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reflected axially and tangentially for computation economy. A temperature boundary condition was used
at the inner pellet annulus and outside surface based on the 2D r- fuel oxidation model. Figure 10 (a)
and (b) provides the temperature and oxygen stoichiometry deviation distribution result after two weeks
of heating, respectively. The extent of oxidation was less when compared to the 2D r-θ fuel oxidation
model due to the smaller defect size (Figure 3(a)). Effects of the sheath defect surface area and heating
duration on fuel oxidation extent were assessed using the 3D fuel oxidation model. Simulation results are
listed in Table 3. From the Table 3 it seems that when the sheath defect surface area is reduced less
oxidation occurs but this relationship does not seem to be linear.
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ble 3: Maximum oxygen stoichiometric deviation and oxygen mole uptake result computed in the 3D
fuel oxidation model

Oxidation result

1 week of heating 2 week of heatingSheath defect surface area

Xdev_max nO [moles] Xdev_max nO [moles]

15 mm2 defect 0.056 0.007 0.062 0.011

1 mm2 defect 0.047 0.005 0.053 0.008

NCLUSION

In this paper 2D r- and 3D fuel oxidation models with pre-set radial cracks were used to
ulate the fuel oxidation behavior in a planned out-reactor experiment. Specifically, the 2D r- model

s used to provide an estimate of the temperature distribution in the fuel element cross section so
perature boundary conditions could be used in the 3D model. The 3D model provided a more realistic

ult for predicting the oxygen stoichiometric deviation in the fuel element because the actual sheath
ect size is considered. The 2D r- fuel oxidation model also shows that crack-width and fuel-to-sheath

dimension affects the amount of fuel oxidation. Hence, a 2D r- plane strain model was used to
estigate what the expected crack geometry would be in the out-reactor experiment. The computation
the stress intensity factor at the crack tip of a surface flaw and comparison to the expected fracture
ghness for sintered UO2 material showed that the growth of 1 to <5 radial cracks is possible. The
elopment of any additional radial cracks reduces stresses in the pellet and hence the KI values at the
face flaw.

Future modeling work will include fuel pellet plasticity and crack growth mechanics.
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